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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

To laugh or not to laugh, that is the question? A 

question that has puzzled individuals for hundreds of 

years. The appropriateness and function of humor is a 

matter that has been debated and analyzed in personal and 

public realms as well as played out in the media. Most 

recently humor has encompassed a crisis of extreme 

proportions. The World Trade Center Crisis struck 

individuals of many countries by surprise. A terrorist 

attack on American soil was devastating. The loss of 

thousands of lives was even more tragic. As President Bush 

instructed America to "get back to normal life," questions 

began to circulate as to what was normal and how do we cope 

with such a crisis. It is important for individuals to 

have a better understanding of the functions and 

relationships that exist between humor and crisis. The 

following information will provide background information 

and definitions that are essential in understanding the 

direction of the study found within these pages. The 

communicative focus that will be provided between humor and 



crisis will help to further develop current research on 

these subject matters. 

Purpose of the Study 

Through this study, a topoi of coping humor will be 

developed to understand the ways that humor and crisis 

function on a theoretical level as well as on an 

interpersonal level. During a crisis, often times people 

are segregated and have few bonds with individuals since it 

is more accepted for individuals to deal with crisis on 

there own. This study looks at how media, as a 

communicative outlet, provides a mode of communication to 

allow for healing and other reactions to take form. 

Individuals who have had a crisis thrust upon them are left 

to sort through the pieces and return to normal, similar to 

what any corporation may go through after a corporate 

crisis. Much research has been conducted on how 

organizations deal with crisis; however. Previous 

literature does not provide adequate backing for the way 

humor functions during a time of crisis. This research 

looks at the humanistic approach to dealing with personal 

crisis as thrust upon individuals from outside forces. 

Therefore, it is necessary to understand the uncommon but 



working relationship between crisis and humor. After the 

onslaught of a crisis, talk is usually restricted only to 

individuals who have felt the direct impact. Previous 

literature does not provide adequate backing for the way 

humor functions during a time of crisis. Perhaps, positive 

effects could come from a crisis if individuals are given a 

medium to express their feelings through humor and bring 

them to a level similar to those directly affected. By 

looking at humor, this study examines how humor functions 

as a communicative tool that possesses the means for coping 

with a crisis. This type of study is necessary to clarify 

and develop the power that humor has by bringing to the 

surface its role in the healing process as it relates 

personally and interpersonally. By developing a topoi of 

crisis humor, individuals will be able to utilize the 

strength of humor and will be able to better monitor their 

relations during and after the crisis. In order to 

promulgate happiness and goodwill to individuals who have 

been affected by a crisis, studies are needed to determine 

whether humor helps to accomplish this goal and develop 

ways to humor uses. Furthermore, the uses of humor can be 

used in day to day interactions following a crisis may 

represents an effective way to capture or recognize the 
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power that comes from the release of humor and laughter. By 

examining humor and crisis conjointly in this study, one 

can see how the two can be better prescribed and utilized 

by creating a theory that can be applied in crisis 

situations. Ultimately, through this research, individuals 

will be able to see the communicative applications of humor 

during crisis episodes through the theoretical developments 

as well as the developed topoi of crisis humor. Not ail 

crises can be fixed in a timely manner as related to 

personal healing. In fact, some crisis may last for years 

at a time. What is important is that involved parties are 

given the tools necessary to manage what has occurred. The 

next section examines the literature pertaining to humor 

and crisis 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Humor 

Functional connections providing a roadmap between 

humor and crisis is necessary. Traditionally, humor has 

been defined in many ways. However, before a concrete 

definition is given, it is important to understand the 

history, theoretical perspectives of humor, and 

applications. To begin, the subject of humor is deeply 

routed in history. References have been made to humor and 

found in such early and historical works as the Bible and 

in the writings of Aristotle (Lowis & Nieuwoudt, 1993) . 

While the Bible did make references to humor and cheer, 

Aristotle brought about insight that allowed individuals to 

understand and develop humor. Aristotle mentioned that 

humor could involve improvisations. Further developments 

made by Aristotle suggest that both tragedy and comedy can 

be found in certain feasts and celebrations in ancient 

times. More specifically in a feast called the Spring 

rites where the first movement during this rite was 

concerned with a tragic component, only to be preceded by 

the coming of the new component which was a comedy (Lowis & 



Nieuwoudt, 1993). By writing about this feast and 

acknowledging its impact, Aristotle supports the 

relationship between humor and crisis. While ancient Greek 

and Roman writers provided information on humor, numerous 

remarks were made furthering the importance of humor. One 

contributor is Sigmund Freud (1952). Freud remarks on how 

laughter is an essential part of life and life quality. 

Following Freud's contributions, Radcliffe-Brown (1940) and 

many others, such as McGhee (1983), Lefcourt and Martin 

(1986), lead the campaign for humor into the 1960s where 

the "Humor Movement" was then seen as alive and well. 

Humor Theories 

Several theories on humor were developed to help 

explain and provide functional uses of humor including such 

theories as arousal theories, Freudian theory, Berlyne's 

Theory, Reversal Theory, Incongruity theories, and 

Superiority theories. The theories have been divided into 

three categories including, social, psychoanalytical, 

cognitive-perceptual, each of which will be explored in 

this study. The social humor theories focus on the idea 

that by sharing information in certain ways humor is 

facilitated, therefore creating shared meaning and 



understanding. This shared meaning and understanding can 

result in laughter that creates pleasure. Through the 

ability to engage in turn taking, individuals can take part 

in the spreading of humor. For example, a person may say 

something funny about a crisis situation and in turn it 

makes those who receive the message feel better. Then 

those that receive the humorous message may go and tell 

that message to others, and so on. The operation of turn 

taking allows for social support to be constructed. In 

sharing humor we begin to chain out the message and gain 

social support for coping with the crisis at hand. Through 

these actions a social support network has been created and 

can prove beneficial. By creating social support stress in 

situations can be eliminated, lessened or dealt with. The 

effects of these causal support networks can be seen in 

relationships as common as marital relations. Lefcourt and 

Martin (1986) remarked, "Furthermore, the social support 

available in intimate relationships such as marriage is an 

important moderator of stress" (p.100). While social 

theories of humor are helpful, we must remember that in-

groups and out-groups still must be considered as part of 

the equation. These two entities must be addressed since 

humor can be used to eliminate a group and give power to 



another group. The political realm provides the most 

prevalent examples of in-groups and out-groups and how 

humor can be used as a social device to divide members of 

another group. According to Hans Speier(1998), individuals 

in political campaigns use humor and tell jokes to belittle 

the opposing candidate and gain support for themselves. 

The function of humor in this realm allows individuals in 

groups to bond in accepting humorous messages that they 

think are funny. Moreover, humor can create divisions 

among groups yet still providing validation to the group in 

which the individuals may align themselves. For example, a 

politician may tell a joke that belittles a competitor. 

The joke will be well received by those in support of the 

candidate but creates division among those who may support 

the candidate in some areas but not in the area associated 

with the joke. Social theories even support the fact that 

individuals may only laugh at things that weaken the status 

of another person. Social theories are important, and one 

can clearly see the impact of social acceptance and uses of 

humor. Perhaps, social theory is best summed by McGhee and 

Goldstein (1983). "Humor provides a mechanism for coping 

with these socially disruptive acts. It can be an agent 

for social change and has survival value" (p.114). This 
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survival value implies that one must react to humor weather 

it be another humorous message or recognition of the crisis 

at hand. 

Psychoanalytical theories of humor are also valuable. 

These theories provide a saving of feelings. Freud 

supports these theories and promotes the notion that humor 

provides a defense mechanism that allows individuals to 

release distressing emotions (Lowis & Nieuwoudt, 1994). 

Other approaches encompassed by the mosaic of 

psychoanalytical humor theories are those that support 

relief and release. Mosak and Maniacci(1993) report: "Pent-

up energy is 'released' by humor, and the physiological act 

of laughing has a liberating, ventilating effect upon the 

laughing individual." It is important to note that humor 

and laughter is not the same thing. Laughter is the 

release or the action associated with responding to humor 

(McGhee & Goldstein,1993). Furthermore, psychoanalytical 

theories emphasize liberation and freedom of the mind. 

This is different from the social theories in the sense 

that it is more individual rather than dependent upon 

relationships that represent the focus of social theories. 

Humor allows individuals to release tension or fears. 

These theories allow individuals the strength to examine 



experiences and deal with them by utilizing humor as a 

tool. In support of these theories there are more than 250 

therapies in use today and of those therapies humor is an 

active ingredient (Gruner, 1997). 

The last category of theories are Cognitive-

Perceptual. These theories deal with the relationship 

between humor and intellect. Through humor knowledge and 

thought allows for self protection (Surkis, 1993). These 

theories are also unique since they play upon the 

incongruities that are found within humor. These 

incongruities are found between what is expected in a 

situation and what actually occurs. Humor theorists 

believe that "humor results from the perception of an 

initial incongruity, which is then made congruous in an 

expected way. If there is no resolution or no surprise, or 

if the initial puzzle is resolved perfectly logically, then 

there is no humor" (Lowis & Nieuwoudt, 1993, p. 5). In 

other words, it is because of inconsistencies and personal 

opinion that humor can function. Humor, thus, feeds on the 

uncertainty or ambiguity of a message. Therefore, a 

playful mindset is utilized to allow humor to thrive. 
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Humor Defined 

Now that background information, theories, and 

applications of humor have been provided, a working 

definition can be established to provide a steadfast 

understanding of humor for the purpose of this research. 

Humor is defined by Rollo May (2000), a Humanistic 

Psychologist in the following statement. 

Humor is the capacity to perceive, appreciate, or 
express what is funny, amusing, incongruous, 
ludicrous, etc. Humor is the healthy way of feeling a 
'distance' between one's self and the problem., a way 
of standing off and looking at one's problem with 
perspective."(www.humormatters.com) 

Since this study addresses the relationship between 

humor and crisis, it is only fitting that crisis be 

discussed at length as well. Information about what a 

crisis is and how a crisis functions will be presented in 

the following material to describe their meaning. When 

matters associated with crisis usually occur, they are seen 

in the realm of a corporate crisis. However, crises happen 

in everyday lives. Crisis can be personal in nature, they 

can happen on a large or small scale, and they can happen 

with little or no warning. The uncertainty or lack of 

warning is what makes a crisis difficult to work with or 

analyze. Individuals all perceive crisis in a different 
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light depending on their position and association to the 

crisis. One can draw similarity between crisis and humor 

by the personal approach given to each. For example, humor 

is said to be in the eye of the beholder and the impact and 

each individual also feels depth of a crisis differently. 

As one can see, perception is everything. Crisis can be 

measured but the depth at which they affect those involved 

can sometimes be immeasurable (Heath, 1998). 

Crisis 

There have been numerous theories and concepts about 

which word best describes a serious, negative event that 

has detrimental effects. To most people crisis is that 

word. Now that we know a crisis can have detrimental 

effects, individuals must find a way to deal with or cope 

with the crisis at hand. "Part of the success of a crisis 

management effort is dependent on what an organization says 

or does after a crisis hits: the crisis response" (Benoit, 

p. 156, 1997) . Since we are not specifically talking about 

an organization, it is necessary to put the above advice in 

a personal context. Williams and Olaniran (1998) support 

the fact that all crisis practitioners must know what to 

expect from a crisis and how to deal with the crisis, 
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especially those involving the use of new technologies. 

However, much of dealing with a crisis in an organization 

is similar to dealing with a personal crisis. In a crisis, 

it is essential that individuals and crisis managem.ent 

practitioners say and do something in response to the 

crisis that has occurred (Cohn, 2000). Thus, individuals in 

crisis become involved in crisis communication. 

Crisis Management 

Traditionally crisis management has been utilized as a 

wide spread communication tool to respond to and remove 

some of the harm that is being felt along with some of the 

uncertainty that accompanies crisis situations. A plethora 

of research has been conducted to help understand crisis 

situations and how to solve crisis situations. Through the 

numerous studies that have tackled this subject matter, 

individuals both professional and every day citizens have 

learned more about the traditional forms of coping with a 

crisis. Crisis research, throughout history, leads crisis 

practitioners and the general public through a wide variety 

of approaches, applications, and tools that allow for 

crisis situations to evolve from one stage to the next. 
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The roots of crisis communication and management can 

be dated as far back as in Ancient times. One of the first 

forms of crisis management, as it relates to the personal 

and public contexts, is that of apologia. Apologia allowed 

individuals and other parties the ability to communicate in 

a way that provided a means to create, relay, and clarify 

messages that surrounded a crisis that allowed for a 

response and motion through the crisis process. Many 

rhetorical scholars have accepted the importance of what is 

referred to as a defense speech or more formally known as 

apologia. The defense speech has a distinct place in 

history that involves notable scholars, such as Plato, 

Aristotle, and Isocrates. These defense speeches provided 

the backbone to what traditional crisis managers see as 

public announcements. In ancient Greece, it was up to 

individuals to defend their character in order to restore 

their image. Throughout the evolution of apologia several 

scholars have been responsible for defining and developing 

the genre of apologia. Most notably associated with 

apologia are Ware and Linkugel (1973). Ware and Linkugel 

are the forefathers of the genre of apologia and have 

defined the genre and the applications and uses. While 

apologia is most recognized in public discourse, the 
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effects are spread throughout the community of rhetorical 

scholars. The development of apologia continues to expand 

and encompass an array of areas including crisis 

management. Ware and Linkugel (1973) contend apologetic 

discourse constitutes a distinct form of public address, a 

family of speeches with sufficient elements in common so as 

to warrant legitimately generic status. The development of 

apologia has been linked to the questioning of man; whether 

the questions address the morals, motives, or reputation. 

By understanding the roots of apologia, the growth of 

common crisis communication can be better understood. From 

this point, crisis communication has been expanded. 

In more current and typical crisis management 

situations, there are several phases and components that 

have been expanded from merely defending ones actions as 

seen in the above explanations of Apologia. Some of the 

important components include planning, training, and 

averting a developing crisis, response, and recovery 

(National Research Council, 1996). Many public relations 

practitioners support a number of components that should be 

present in any successful crisis communication plan. 

According to the Hill and Knowlton website in reference to 
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crisis help, there are "ten crisis rules for the road" that 

should be followed. The ten rules are as follows: 

1. Take Responsibility. 

2. Recognize the difference between bad publicity and 

a crisis and calibrate your response accordingly. 

3. Use research to determine how to respond. 

4. Recruit and use third parties to speak on your 

behalf. 

5. Treat the media as conduits, not enemies 

6. Assume you will be sued. 

7. Watch the web as closely as the traditional media. 

8. Demonstrate concern, care and empathy. 

9. Take the first twenty-four hours very, very 

seriously. 

10. Begin your crisis management program right now by 

doing things you need to do to build your 

reputational assets, 

(www.hillandknowlton.ca/expertise_rules.asp) 

The above steps support a communication process that allow 

an organization the ability to recover and return to 

normal. Even though groups cannot have complete control 

over the outcome of a crisis, steps can be implemented to 

lessen the destruction and allow for recovery and normalcy 
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to prevail. Recovery and normalcy tend to be the main 

goals of public relations practitioners after a crisis has 

occurred. 

The majority of research in crisis communication 

focuses on the response stage of a crisis. In other words, 

the focus is centered around press releases, spokesperson 

presentation, and media relations. However, individuals 

must not forget that the personal recovery stage is just as 

important. Organizations may be able to recover faster than 

those affected by the crisis at hand since there are 

measurable elements involved. These elements could consist 

of stockholders, profits, stakeholders, and employment 

numbers (Heath, 1998). Furthermore, corporations and 

organizations are able to measure the destruction and 

recovery of the aftermath of crisis in ways such as 

stockholder opinion, stock market rank and profit margins. 

Personal recover is a more difficult to measure since each 

individual may heal at a different rate and the effects of 

the crisis may be immeasurable, making no room for pin 

pointing the exact moment or amount of recovery. 

The life span of a crisis is very important since the 

greater the life span the greater the disruption to 

individuals and their lives. The goal of a response in a 
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crisis is to kick start actions that help speed the 

situation to return to a state of normalcy. Normalcy 

cannot be achieved without recovery be it individual or 

organizational. Heath (1998) reported. 

Great emphasis is put on people in the process of 
recovery. Such involvement increases the speed with 
which the recovery is made, and increases the quality 
and quantity of the recovery, (p.3 95) 

Thus, major focus should be put on recovery through the 

kind of response that is initiated. The media plays a very 

important role in dissemination of messages and responses 

during a crisis. The importance of how a message is 

delivered is particularly important. Afterall, gaining 

agreement and support is the key to calming a crisis and is 

part of recovery. Therefore, it would be useful to tailor 

media messages in a way that is striking to many audiences. 

Thoughtful messages could aid in recovery and healing. 

Even though outlets may focus on relaying information 

and trying to calm the crisis at hand, researchers also 

recognize the lasting effects of a crisis that could be 

most likely associated as a threat. A threat is often 

translated to mean damage (Coombs, 1999). Comm.unity 

members could be injured, property could be damaged, and 

people could be killed. The majority of crisis management 
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material deals with how to recover economically from a 

crisis and to protect the assets of a business or 

organization. What is neglected and often forgotten is the 

emotional aspect of the crisis. Emotions are involved and 

an approach is needed just as much to protect stockholders, 

as it is to protect everyday citizens. 

Crisis Defined 

Now that crisis management has been discussed, it is 

important to establish a working definition for the purpose 

of this study. Crisis is best described in the words of 

the national research council in the following statement. 

"Crisis is extreme events that cause significant 

disruption and put lives and property at risk. They can 

arise from many sources"(Kennedy, 1996, p. 10). 

While, it may seem odd to equate humor with crisis, humor 

appears to provide a significant avenue in managing and 

bringing closure to a crisis. Research is needed to 

explore how individuals can use humor as a tool to deal 

with a crisis. 

There is a dramatic need to comfort and help people 

heal and deal with a crisis. However, the common bond 

between the two lies within the acceptance of messages and 
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formation of trusting interpersonal relationships. 

Interpersonal relationships can make or break the flow and 

impact of humor during a crisis time. Perhaps the right 

combination of humor during a crisis could work hand-in-

hand to attain a desired outcome. If humor could allow 

individuals the time to laugh and smile, a crisis situation 

could be defused and individuals could recuperate from 

threats and further interpersonal relationships. This 

study is needed to help reduce stress in crisis situations 

and provide a functional communicative tool. There seems 

to be precedence for this argument, because, during World 

War II Bob Hope entertained the troops with jokes and 

laughter while they were facing one of the biggest crisis 

of our time. Was it humor that provided a means to cope? 

Similarly, in the aftermath of the September 11^^ crisis, 

the USAO is calling on entertainers and comedians to help 

boost troops' morale in Afghanistan. 
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Overview 

Research dealing with humor and crisis provide several 

aspects as to their value. Although, humor has been most 

widely used in the realm of entertainment, recently its 

uses have extended from the television, stage, or movie 

theatres and into hospitals and into communication among 

individuals in crisis. To this point the use of humor in 

crisis has primarily been seen in cases of illness or in 

work environments such as nursing homes and hospitals 

(Harvey, 1998). The humor theories discussed above, helped 

to generate an applicable function of humor during a crisis 

situation. This study will promote such a usage. 

Crisis in particular is an element that can encompass 

a wide range of situations. Like noted above, a crisis can 

be medical, or life threatening. A crisis can also be 

corporate, organizational, or personal. All of which for 

the focus of this study should be treated similarly. After 

all, a personal crisis has just as much of an impact on 

those individuals since of normalcy and safety as does as 

organizational crisis on its business matters. In fact, 

most organizational crisis at some point become personal in 

nature. 
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There have been a wide variety of ways implemented to 

deal with crisis situations. Most public relations 

practitioners believe that press releases should be issued 

to communicate with effected audiences. The tone of 

messages should be factual, to the point. These messages 

are usually communicated through a media outlet in the form 

of a news conference or they are communicated in writing in 

the form of a press release. While both forms disseminate 

a message, perhaps an element could be added to help in the 

effectiveness of the tools to calm a crisis situation. 

This study will ultimately play upon traditional and 

non-traditional forms of crisis communication. Therefore, 

the following research questions are offered to explore the 

role of humor in crisis situations. 

RQl: What functions emerge from the communication of 

humor in a time of crisis? 

RQ2: What are the emerging effects of communicating 

humor during a crisis situation on interpersonal 

relationships? 

By answering the research questions, communication 

scholars and practitioners alike may be able to better 

interpret and use humor adequately in crisis situations. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

The participants selected for this study included 

several individuals that comprised a group of both 

strangers and acquaintances. Morgan (1997) stressed the 

importance of homogeneity, the researcher can consider the 

participants as homogeneous from the shared experience they 

all posses. According to Morgan (1997), homogeneity 

promotes and allows for more free-flowing conversations 

among participants within groups. The homogeneity of the 

participants was seen through the similarities that most 

Americans had after being exposed to numerous media 

messages. In other words, the homogeneity of shared 

experiences allowed for free-flowing conversation but the 

mixed variables of strangers versus acquaintances, and sex, 

race and education allowed for the variation needed to give 

unique insight into the humor phenomenon. 

Media coverage was wide spread and everyone who 

participated had knowledge of the crisis. All of the 

participants in this study were individuals from the 
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Lubbock community or individuals who attend Texas Tech 

University. The potential subjects were recruited through 

face-to-face solicitation. These individuals were 

recruited at the Texas Tech University Center, South Plains 

Mall, or were contacted personally by the researcher. 

Those that were chosen personally would be individuals 

whose vocal inhibitions would be lessened by the situation 

since they would be familiar with the researchers presence. 

The familiarity would help in the generation of 

communication within each focus group. The researcher made 

it a point to only have one acquaintance per focus group 

mixed in with strangers. Jarrett (1993, supported the 

above notion and believed that working with prior 

acquaintances can help the researcher deal with issues of 

self disclosure. 

The participants approached were told exactly what the 

study will consist. The script used to obtain participants 

was similar to the following text. Participants were 

initially approached by the researcher and told that there 

was a research project being worked on in order to obtain a 

Master's degree. They were then told that they would need 

to participate in a focus group that would last 

approximately one hour to one and a half hours. Next, they 
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were informed that they would be asked to look at video 

clips of shows and would have to answer a series of 

questions related to the research topic. Following the 

above set of information, the individuals were told that 

they might be contacted at a later time for follow-up 

information. Participants were also informed that they 

would have a choice to be audio taped so that the 

information provided can be transcribed for analysis. If 

they chose not to be audio-taped, the researcher would hold 

all of those focus groups separately and would use note 

taking as a record. The researcher would then need to 

contact them to assure that the quotes were true 

representations of the thoughts communicated. However, no 

participants opted for the above option. The researcher 

concluded the short presentation in assuring 

confidentiality. The researcher also informed them of how 

important their responses will be in gathering data. 

Finally, the participants were given a consent form that 

further detailed the layout of the focus group and contact 

names and numbers of others associated with the project 

(See Appendix A). The participant breakdown was mixed and 

is indicated in the following information. 
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Participant demographics 

The participant make-up is important to account for in 

any study to provide insight into the background of the 

twenty- six individuals who helped with the research. The 

gender of the subjects is accounted for in the following 

breakdown. Ten of the subjects were male and sixteen were 

female. Their ages ranged from 19 to 58 years, with 16 of 

the subjects, falling between the ages of 23 to 29 age 

bracket. 

The racial breakdown of the participant pool is as 

follows: six participants were African American, fifteen 

participants were Caucasian, four were Hispanic, and one 

participant was Indian. The education level of the 

subjects varied and is recorded in the following material. 

All of the participants had completed and maintained a High 

School diploma. Fifteen of the participants had received a 

college degree. Additional education included 

specialization certifications associated with management 

and fitness. 

The employment of the participants was also recorded 

as a means of understanding the background of the subjects 

involved. The subjects practiced in a wide range of work 

environments. Fourteen of the subjects were students and 
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considered that to be their work environment. Three of the 

participants were teachers and had adequate experience in 

working with children of all ages and specialized in 

special education (2) and computer technology (1) . Two 

other participants worked in the retail industry for over 

five years. The other participants had specific work 

environments as well. One participant is versed in 

management, one is an actress, one is a speech pathologist, 

one is a grief counselor, one is a volunteer, and one is an 

independent contractor. 

Compensation was not extended to those who 

participated in the research project. In summation, 

twenty-six individuals participated in focus groups 

containing three or four people per group. The members 

represented a diverse background of age, race, and 

occupation. The focus group members were present for the 

allotted time and provided adequate feedback. 

Procedure 

Focus groups were the preferred research method 

because of the subject matter. Humor most often occurs in 

a group setting where exchanges of dialogue and group 

interaction can take place. Fine (1983) addressed this 
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area in supporting the power that humor has for building 

confidence in groups. Therefore, this confidence will 

build the level of group interaction. In order to see 

humor function naturally, focus groups allow one to see 

interaction at the moment of occurrence. In order to 

gather the data, several things were taken into 

consideration. For example, smaller focus groups used to 

help avoid the groupthink phenomenon that hinders critical 

and individual thinking. By having fewer people attend 

each focus group, the researcher hopes to decrease 

"following the leader orientation" and to promote ease and 

comfortability among group participants. Three to five 

groups are considered the norm to reach a point of 

saturation (Morgan, 1997). "Saturation is the point at 

which additional data collected no longer generates new 

understanding" (Morgan, 1997, p.43). Since the researcher 

decided to use smaller groups, eight focus groups were 

conducted. The focus groups consisted of six focus groups 

made up of three subjects per group and two focus groups 

made up of four subjects, equaling a total of twenty-six 

active participants. Eight focus groups was considered a 

sufficient amount to account for adequate saturation. 
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The focus group took place in a classroom setting, in 

homes, and in conference rooms. These setting provided 

places where few outside influences could negatively 

influence the data or intimidate the participants. 

To begin, the focus groups participated in ice

breakers that would initiate conversation and rapport among 

group members. The ice-breakers were comical in nature and 

were comprised of open conversations about personal 

accounts of humor. Conversation ranged from telling jokes 

to telling about a funny episode of a favorite television 

program. For example, the researcher asked what humor 

meant to them and then what crisis meant. After that 

activity participants were asked to tell a favorite joke or 

to remember a funny show or movie and share that 

explanation with the group. The use of the ice-breakers 

help to set the mood of the group as a whole (Morgan, 

1997). After everyone had participated in the ice-breaker 

activity, the general layout and procedures of the focus 

group were discussed. Next, generic definitions were given 

to help the participants become comfortable with the 

subject matter. For example, humor is something that one 

finds funny or makes one laughs while crisis is something 

that causes harm and makes one feel bad. The definitions 
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were not leading and still provided a means for the 

participants to develop their own ideas and concepts. For 

example, a working definition of humor was given as 

anything that provides laughter, happiness, and uses a 

creative approach. The working definition for crisis was 

given as anything that disrupts the normal flow of life 

events that happen unexpectedly. A VCR was used to display 

video clips of Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live (SNL), and 

Dateline NBC. There were two Jay Leno clips that were 

shown. Ail of the video clips focused around the September 

ll"^ crisis dealing with the World Trade Center Terrorist 

Attacks and those events that took place afterward but were 

still associated with the terrorist attacks. These crisis 

situation clips were chosen because of their scope, in that 

the media coverage saturated viewers with detail. Through 

these details, participants would be exposed and understand 

the seriousness of the crisis while being able to apply 

humor to see what the results would be. The September 11 

tragedy was widely covered and this allowed participants to 

be familiar with the topic, newsworthiness of the matter, 

and evoke their own personal feelings toward the crisis. 

By using the clips mentioned, the focus groups were able to 

stimulate a natural and realistic group dynamic. 
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The use of the video clips was chosen not only because 

of their scope but to act as a stimulus for generating 

conversation. Several video clips were utilized in the 

focus groups. The first video clip was the first episode 

that aired after the September 11^^ tragedy. Leno's 

monologue provided disclaimers, purpose statements, and 

aspects of emotion, humor, and fact sharing. The second 

Leno clip was aired a week after the first clip. The tone 

of this clip was more humorous and involved a focus on the 

anthrax issue and not necessarily the primary impact of 

September ll*̂ '̂ . The next video clip shown was that of 

Saturday Night Live (SNL). The first SNL clip that was 

shown was the first airing after the crisis. The episode 

featured political officials commenting on why we should 

return to normal, then the show continued as usual. Skits 

were performed within this episode including monologues 

with reference to the Taliban, sketches of President Bush 

reporting on facts of the crisis, and other popular culture 

interpretations. Other clips were shown expressing a wide 

variety of humor moving from sarcasm to imitation of 

political figures. The dateline NBC clip provided backing 

for the crisis humor connection and was used to acquire a 

positive or negative agreement feeling. 
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To get started with the question and answer portion of 

the focus group, open-ended questions were asked about the 

overall subject matter of crisis and humor (Appendix B). 

These questions were considered non-controversial and easy 

to answer so that rapport would be enhanced before the more 

probing questions took place. Following the first set of 

questions, video clips were first shown of Jay Leno and 

then questions were asked pertaining to those clips. Some 

questions probed into aspects of how these clips made 

individuals feel. Probing questions also addressed if 

participants thought that the humor used was appropriate 

and what they perceive as its function. The same procedure 

was followed for the Saturday Night Live and Dateline NBC 

clips. In between video clips, general questions about 

humor and crisis were asked in order to gain in depth 

understanding of their function. The video clips gave 

participants a visual to identify with and stimulate 

conversation. After the video section was completed, 

questions were asked to further explore the notions of 

humor, conflict, and interpersonal relationships. These 

questions asked were not directly associated with the 

stimulus of the video clips but rather as a discussion-

based approach to gather feelings and attitudes. This 
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process of using videos was not used to conduct a case 

study of the September 11^^ crisis but rather to produce as 

close as possible, natural occurring talk in the context of 

the video usage. These questions were asked in a way that 

probed into previous aspects of humor and were used to 

gather deeper feelings since they had been exposed to an 

emotional stimulus. Once the focus groups were finished 

the audiotapes used to record the data were transcribed. 

Data Analysis 

The principal segment in the analysis of the data was 

to transcribe the focus group conversations. First, the 

emergent themes were recorded and categorized by using 

Strauss and Corbin's (1998) method of open-coding to 

construct a framework of functions and effects of humor 

associated with crisis situations. This study ultimately 

plays upon the concepts presented by Guba and Lincoln 

(1981) naturalistic inquiry, Glasser and Strauss (1967), 

grounded theory, and Straus and Corbin (1990), qualitative 

methods of open coding. These concepts are further 

explained in the following paragraphs. The concepts 

allowed for the data gathered to be analyzed in an 

organized fashion allowing for themes to be categorized and 
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interpreted by the researcher. In order to maintain the 

most reliable and understandable results it is important to 

first understand the concept of naturalistic inquiry. 

The researcher used the concept associated with human 

behavior and patterns that were addressed by examining them 

through a naturalistic perspective. Guba and Lincoln 

(1981) promoted the notions that there are multiple 

realities and that inquiry diverges rather than converges 

as more and more is known. Naturalistic inquiry is routed 

in the concept that heavy reliance should be put on the 

human as the instrument for gathering data. Therefore, the 

researcher was able to be the instrument for coordinating 

and understanding the data in a way that allowed for 

interpretation and selection of categories and 

subcategories. Furthermore, naturalistic inquiry promotes 

the familiarity with the conditions expected at the 

beginning of the research project (Guba and Lincoln, 1981). 

In other word, by utilizing naturalistic inquiry, the 

researcher was given the tools and backing to objectively 

gather data and create a reliable instrument. Now that 

naturalistic inquiry has been presented, it is essential to 

understand another component of this story referred to as 

grounded theory. 
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Glaser and Strauss (1967) supported theory discovery 

through constant comparison of systematically collected 

data as grounded theory. Grounded theory approach presumes 

that researchers assign meaning to the observations 

expressed in their data in terms of comparison and 

organization. The evolution of grounded theory was a 

process that allowed theory to emerge during the collection 

and categorization of data. Discovering theory was to the 

study of humor in crisis situations for two primary 

reasons. First, no theory existed to explain the 

phenomenon of humor used as a tool to aid in crisis 

situations that did not specifically deal with medical 

crisis. Humor has been applied in several setting to allow 

people with life threatening illness deal and cope with a 

crisis as a means of healing (Harvey, 1998) . Second, a 

specific category or topoi did not exist to confirm the 

definition as an assessable communicative tool. By 

uncovering the functions and effects of humor during crisis 

the researcher was able to construct a categories and 

subcategories that help to develop a topoi of crisis humor 

and theory uses. Humor and crisis can be adequately 

conceptualized and devised in a clear functional framework 

based on the constructs of the research proposal. 
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Coding 

Open coding is a process most utilized by the 

researcher. Through this process the researcher was able 

to breaking down, examine, compare, conceptualize, and 

categorize the data (Straus & Corbin, 1990). Another 

method associated with open coding was used to develop 

codes with heavy support and weight. This form of coding 

is known as "in vivo coding." The in vivo codes are formed 

when the researcher comes across an object, event, or act 

that is associated with the comparative analysis as sharing 

some common characteristic with an object, in this case 

humor or crisis, of happening and is then given the same 

named and placed in the same code(Glasser & Strauss, 1967). 

In essence, these in vivo codes all for an accumulation of 

consistent knowledge of the participants and to study them 

in such a way (allowing for researcher creativity) as to 

provide a logical representation of the commonalities 

associated with the subject matter. Beginning with the 

transcriptions gathered from the focus group, the data was 

conceptualized, and their related categories and 

subcategories were developed to describe the phenomenon of 

humor and crisis and how they relate to interpersonal 

relationships. The categories and sub categories were 
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confirmed and found to be complete when a point of category 

saturation was reached. This occurred when new functions 

ceased to be added to the definition of the category or the 

subcategory. 

The researcher finally conducted the last part of the 

data analysis in providing interpretation of the data was 

the use of axial coding. The data was in essence, put back 

together by making connections between categories (Strauss 

& Corbin, 1990). From this step special focus was given to 

the causal conditions, actions, behaviors, intent, 

function, roles and consequences of actions related to the 

phenomenon represented by each category and subcategory. 

Selective coding allowed for the core or basis category to 

support the primary phenomenon, indicating support for the 

topoi of crisis humor. 

Coding Reliability Results RQl 

In order to qualify the categories that emerged from 

the data for research question one, it was necessary to 

perform tests to indicate the researchers category 

selection. Three individuals took a role in data 

confirmation. Each were handed the same quotes from the 

study and were asked to put them in the labeled category 
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bag that they saw fit. In order to calculate agreement, 

the quote sections were counted. Scott's pie was used to 

indicate the reliability of coding. The results indicated 

an overall agreement of .77 with a Scott's FI of 77%. These 

results indicate that participants felt that humor was a 

communicative tool that allowed for the exchange of 

information that provided further functions that allowed 

individuals the ability to cope with crisis by using humor 

in a powerful way. Thus, providing comfort. 

Coding Reliability Results RQ2 

The same reliability tests were performed as in the 

first research question. Three coders were used to perform 

a task of putting quotes from the data into the emergent 

categories. Scott's pie was used to define the reliability 

of the coding for the categories that emerged. The 

results indicated an overall agreement of .78 with a 

Scott's n of 78%. The basic function of humor was that of 

a communicative tool. All Respondents agreed that 

communication was definitely needed during a crisis to 

monitor, evaluate, and define interpersonal relations. The 

data yielded results that promoted a two directional flow 
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moving from helping a relationship to hurting a 

relationship. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Results revealed several emerging themes, as functions 

and effects of humor during a time of crisis. Seventy-four 

coded responses fell into a number of categories that 

better represent the group of functions and effects of 

humor. Several categories and sub categories were formed 

as well to better explain the primary humor categories. 

The first research question addressed the functions of 

humor during a crisis situation. A concept map was 

designed through open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to 

help interpret the results from the focus groups. The 

concept map (Appendix C) presents a one directional flow 

between the functions of humor as they relate to crisis 

situations. The single direction flow of the concept map 

represents a directional relationship, allowing humor to 

flow from one category to the next followed by supporting 

categories that provide more in depth functions. The 

direction within the constructs of humor within a crisis 

situation provides an explanation as to how humor functions 

in stages. In order to fully, understand the concept map 
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of humor and its function, it is necessary to evaluate each 

concept individually. 

Coping 

The theme that emerged with the most frequency from 

was comprised of the coping element. The coping concept 

was a universal theme among all twenty-six respondents. 

All respondents at some point alluded to the importance of 

using humor as a coping tool during a crisis. In other 

words, all respondents mentioned the concept of coping in 

at least one response. Coping has been referred to as the 

"cognitive and behavioral efforts made to master, tolerate 

or reduce external and internal demands and conflicts among 

them" (Moos, 1986, p.87). Coping includes the fact that 

individuals see an action to exercise movement toward 

healing. Some representative examples include the 

following: 

Yeah, it made everything easier to take and deal with 
since everything was so serious. Humor made you 
come back to reality a little bit even though you were 
sad and depressed most of the time. I know when I 
am doing bad that humor helps me cope. Well laughter is 
the best medicine. (Female respondent, age, 25) 

The above quote illustrates that humor brings people from 

one stage to another. Indicating that humor brings one out 
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of the non-realistic world they are in and into the realm 

of moving forward. Next, is an example of coping used is 

crisis. 

Most of the time people see humor as entertainment. 
Well I guess it is. If actors allow people to move 
past emotions they can't express, then why can't 
comedians help us move past things by using humor. I 
know humor whether I use it or it is told to me helps 
me deal with things. I definitely do. (Male 
respondent, age, 29) 

This particular quote provided evidence for the notion that 

humor is a transitional tool. 

Everyone finds ways to cope with distractions and 
personal crisis. Some people drink, some eat or some 
cry. I would personally look at the bright side of 
things no matter how bad the thing is. By looking at 
the bright side, that usually involves humor or 
something that makes me laugh. When I can laugh I can 
cope.(Female respondent, age, 50) 

Laughter is seen as a product of humor that is preceded by 

the actions of coping. Some respondents supporting the 

coping concept by indicating that coping was an individual 

characteristic. Respondents believed that some people 

posses humor abilities and that this characteristic is 

absent from others. When respondents indicated coping as a 

personal characteristic, the researcher categorized the 

concept to help support the coping category. Some examples 

of these responses are as follows: 

There are individuals who are able to cope because 
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they are survivor types. These survivor types use 
humor to move them through the process of healing. As 
a hospital Chaplain, I have noticed this common bond 
among the survivor types, they have a tool box and the 
tool used most is humor. (Female respondent, age, 50) 

The above quote indicates that there are certain people who 

are inclined to survive and that humor is a mechanism that 

allows them to cope and form bonds. 

To be honest, you either have it in you or you don't. 
Its kind of like charisma, I guess. People flock to 
people with a good attitude. The same goes for 
coping. People flock to those who can comfort them in 
a time of crisis. You usually go to those people 
because they make you feel good. Nine time out of ten 
these are naturally humiorous folks. (Female 
respondent, age, 24) 

In addition to coping as a category to support humor 

functions, the category of power has emerged from the data 

as another primary component. 

Power 

The next emergent theme was power. Individuals in the 

study seemed to follow coping talk to talk associated with 

power. Once coping was addressed, there was evidence found 

through the in vivo coding to support that expressing a 

feeling of power indicated an appreciation of humor and a 

need to use humor as well. Data linked with the power 

category displayed elements of empowerment and a stage in 
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which individuals could exercise control and action either 

verbally or in a physical manner. For example, some 

participant's responses can be found in the following 

participant responses: 

Yes, in this crisis that we are experiencing now, 
humor has created more communication between people that 
normally may not have talked to someone but since 
everyone shared something in common it made you 
communicate more and have the ability to have to do so 
before humor was used it might not have been possible. 
(Female respondent, age, 25) 

The above excerpt provides backing that suggests that 

communication is power and that humor promotes the 

communication needed to empower people to do the things 

necessary to recover. 

Sometimes in crisis situation you just feel like there 
is nothing you can do. Sometimes there isn't. It is 
kind of like an out of control or powerless feeling. 
When you see people on SNL (Saturday Night Live) 
cracking on people linked to a crisis you laugh and 
feel like you are one up on them. You finally are in 
the power seat and can do something. (Male respondent, 
age, 23) 

The above selection illustrates the notion that control and 

power can be granted through the use of humor. Furtherm.ore, 

the above quote promotes the fact that when humor is used 

one can transform themselves into a level of acting out in 

the face of a crisis instead of being passive and allowing 

issues to take place as they may naturally occur. 
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Crisis are weird situations, especially if they are 
national or some corporate thing. You felt like you 
have no power or umph to help ease the situation. 
Finally someone starts telling a joke and you are able 
to channel that laughter into action, which helps 
personally lessen the effects. (Female respondent, 
age, 24) 

The selection above supports the notion of laughter as a 

product of power that allows for healing. 

Data also indicated that from this power standpoint 

individuals are able to utilize humor to aid in three major 

functions. These major categories are face saving, 

compliance gaining, and release mechanism. Power leads to 

the three major categories in these situations that provide 

a social support network. First it is essential to discuss 

the finding associated with the three major categories. 

Face Saving 

To begin, the category of face saving will be addressed. 

When face saving is addressed, the notion being 

communicated is that of face being the communicator's claim 

to be seen as a certain kind of person (Folger, Poole, & 

Stutman, 2001). Humor has been examined interactionally 

from the concept of face (Brown & Levinson, 1978). A 

communicator can utilize humor to parley face needs by 

readdressing a face threatening act (Saunders, 1998) . Acts 
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that threaten the positive face of the communicator or 

hearer violate the wish of those involved to be seen as 

desirable to others. The speaker or communicator will want 

to decrease the impact of any face threatening act by m.eans 

of readdressing strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1978). Humor 

can be used as that readdressing strategy. By allowing one 

to save face, an individual or group can be seen in a more 

positive and favorable light. Data included other elements 

as further functions of the face saving category. These 

elements are: acceptance, comfort, leveling, and modifying 

the situation. In crisis situations there is lots of 

uneasiness and often times embarrassing moments that must 

be defused. Respondents made comments on how humor gave 

them the ability to alter personal crisis situations by 

saving face. It is also important to recognize the 

subcategories that provide more detailed facets of the 

primary category of face saving. Several representative 

quotes illustrate the concept of saving face and its 

functions in a manner that shows the individual I a 

favorable light when saying: 

Oh I used humor a lot of times especially when I played 
baseball and I would make a mistake. I would try to 
cover it up by using some type of humorous comment to 
cover up the action. To make it kind of not seem so bad 
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on my part. I kind of just beat them to the punch. 
(Male Respondent, age, 50) 

The quote above shows that individuals are able to modify 

and level a crisis situation by utilizing humor in a 

constructive way at the onslaught of a personal crisis 

issue. 

Sometimes when something bad happens you really want 
to say something to address the problem before the one 
who caused it can. If you get to use humor first to 
make light of a bad situation, you kind of come out 
smelling like a rose or at least twirking the 
situation in your favor, where you ca be at the same 
level or better. (Female respondent, age, 51) 

The above excerpt displays the use of humor to promote 

acceptance by modifying a crisis situation in a better 

light then where it was first formed. 

One time in High School, I could remember being in 
social situations that seemed like a crisis because of 
something careless that I had done. I wanted everyone 
to quit making fun of me, so I won them over and made 
myself look better by making a personal joke about 
myself. (Male Respondent, age, 22) 

This quote brings to light the notion of humor being used 

as a personal tool to not only gain acceptance but to 

become comfortable in a potential social crisis by using 

humor in a personal way. The next section deals with the 

release mechanism aspect of humor in crisis times. 
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Release Mechanism 

The issues associated with the category of release 

mechanism also emerged from that data. For example, 

release mechanisms allow individuals to essentially let go 

of factors that may inhibit them in a negative fashion. 

Release mechanism are most likely associate in a context 

were grieving people effected by a crisis are given a means 

to purge to negative and move to the positive. Some of the 

more products that come from the use of the release 

mechanism are as follows: liberation from the crisis, 

getting rid of threats by letting go of the issues of the 

crisis, getting rid of the stress which seems to allow a 

problem to highten and emotional release that allows for 

healing to occur. The following quotes indicate the 

support for release mechanism category as reflected by the 

data: 

A little over a year ago my mom found out that she had 
breast cancer which was kind of a hard thing to 
go through. We used to tell this sick, well yeah sick 
cancer jokes that no one else found to be funny but 
we thought they were hilarious and you know they kind of 
helped us through uhh the tough times. We could get rid 
of the bad and replace it with something else. (Female 
respondent, age, 24) 

The notion illustrated in this particular quote indicates 

humor as a function that allows stress to be minimized and 
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for emotions to be purged in a crisis situation that could 

have potentially devastating effects. 

I actually like to laugh at humor even if it is not 
directly linked to a negative issue in my life. Once 
I laugh I feel like I have finally got rid of the bad 
stuff, like the stress you usually feel. (Female 
respondent, age, 32) 

The release mechanism aspect supported by this particular 

quote is that of stress release. 

Sometimes you just want to be free of the weight that 
is accompanied by a stressful event or crisis. By 
watching a funny movie or comedian you can have that 
weight lifted. (Female respondent, age, 24) 

The freedom notion is addressed in the above excerpt. By 

using humor freedom is seen as a function to promote ease 

and feeling less threatened by the crisis at hand. "I 

remember at my Grandma's funeral, everyone was so 

down and I just had to tell a joke throw away all the 

crying an sorrow" (Female respondent, age, 25). 

Humor function as a way to purge one emotion and 

experience a new one in the above quote. Following this 

category is the section addressing compliance gaining. 

Compliance Gaining 

Compliance gaining is usually associated with showing 

support or for forming alliances with individuals or issues 
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in recognition of an issue. In other words, compliance 

gaining shows that you accept a certain issue and you will 

follow its conditions. Some of the other categories found 

stemming from the compliance gaining category are as 

follows: Esteem gaining from feeling a relationship with 

others, camaraderie in the fact that common bonds and 

relationships are formed, belonging in the fact that 

strength is found in numbers, relationships in feeling like 

you are not alone, and entertainment by finding that one 

appreciates the same humor as another. The following data 

sets show how humor and crisis function in the realm of 

Compliance gaining: 

Humor took the edge off of the uncertainty because you 
were hearing in the news all the bad that was going on 
and you were just waiting for what was going to happen 
next. In some of the excerpts that were provided it 
took your mind in a different direction that you 
didn't focus on before. For once you had a different 
performance based influence of appeal that people 
could follow and identify with. (Female Respondent, 
age, 58) 

The above quote illustrates relationship forming and 

camaraderie that is born through the function of humor. 

You know when things are bad after a crisis, humor 
just does something mysterious. Once you tell a joke 
and get a response of laughter it makes you feel good 
because you have helped ease the situation by using 
humor. (Male respondent, age, 21) 
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The particular quote above supports the notion that the 

exchange of the function of humor, laughter, helps to 

provide helpful entertainment in the time of a crisis. The 

exchange of humor promotes the esteem needed to heal. 

I find healing through humor when you finally are in a 
group and everyone laughs at the same joke. Like in 
the clips, everyone laughed and you felt like you all 
belonged or that you could find comfort in the fact 
that everyone was accepting the message the same way. 
(Male respondent, age, 29) 

Belonging is displayed in the above quote. The since of 

belonging allowed humor to function as a leveling an 

support tactic. 

Not only was humor in the clips entertaining, but the 
comedians found a common notch between most Americans. 
This allowed relationships to be formed. You feel 
comfortable when you laugh and feel good among those 
who have bought into the same humor type. (Female 
Respondent, age, 25) 

The second research question addressed the question of 

what function humor has on interpersonal relations during a 

crisis situation. To answer this research question, it was 

necessary to evaluate the data through open coding (Straus 

& Corbin, 1998) to find the themes that emerged from the 

focus group data. From this information there were several 

implications of how humor functions in interpersonal 

relationships during a crisis situation. Functions were 
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compiled into a concept map (Appendix D) to display the 

relationship between the different elements. One direction 

would support positive relationships. Humor helps make up 

the first category that stems from the communication tool. 

Through this communication, individuals were able help or 

hurt relationships. 

Helps Relationships 

In helping interpersonal relationships, individuals 

were able to use humor during a crisis to do the following: 

provide emotional support, provide a human quality to the 

crisis situation, provide a mood altering function, provide 

relation building and to use humor as an intervention tool. 

Respondents provided backing for this category by uttering 

the following quotes. The first quote is representative of 

the mood altering aspect of helping a relationship. 

I like to use humor most when I know that it is going 
to change their attitude to think about something 
especially when it is a negative and maybe it can bring 
them around to smile or feel happy. Everyone benefits. 
(Male Respondent, age, 25) 

The next excerpt displays aspects of humor being use as 

both an intervention tool and emotional support. 

When you get humor after a crisis you can tell that 
someone cares because they want to make you feel better. 
They want you to laugh because they want you to know 
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that they are there for you emotionally. (Male 
Respondent, age, 22) 

The human quality in helping a relationship can best be 

displayed in the following quotes that show how humor can 

allow individuals to display a human quality that is true 

and not considered fake or insincere. The human quality 

also promotes the relationship building aspect of humor. 

You know humor is a thing that when used correctly 
shows an almost human quality. You know the person 
usually is not being fake. They're real just like 
everyone else. They are using it to modify and build 
or you know strengthen the relationship. (Female 
respondent, age, 24) 

I think humor tends to make him (Jay Leno) seem a 
little bit more human. This humanness made him seem 
more real and believable, kind of like a real friend 
or person. (Female respondent, age,22) 

Hurts Relationships 

In contrast, individuals were able to use humor to 

hurt interpersonal relationships during a crisis by doing 

the following: creating an uneasy environment, creating 

hostile feelings, and by violating barriers. The following 

excerpt provides evidence to support representative claims 

made by the participating subjects. 

I think humor is sometimes a little hard to take 
because sometimes, like in the clips, people just go too 
far. Like they make fun of things that they probably 
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shouldn't make fun of. Then it makes you fill like they 
are disrespectful and you wonder if reacting by laughing 
is like the right or wrong thing to do. (Female 
Respondent, age 22) 

The next quote also addresses issues associated with the 

way that humor can effect interpersonal relationships in a 

negative way. 

I feel bad about laughing at the President in the 
Saturday Night Live clips. I mean I am a big George 
W. supporter, but also you know he is leading us 
through a hard time and he does say things that are 
funny he still is leading us through a hard time. I 
think this probably casts a shadow on relations 
between leaders and those who follow. Its almost like 
your values have been intruded upon or actually 
violated. (Female Respondent, age, 24) 

The above quotes illustrates that during a crisis situation 

humor can hurt a relationship by creating an uneasy 

environment and violating barriers where people are unsure 

of the motive behind the humor and not being sure if they 

should laugh or not. 

The next quote displays the hostility that can be seen when 

humor is used during a time of crisis. 

I like humor for the most part. But I have to be 
honest, sometimes, I hate it. When you are down 
sometimes people use humor in a sarcastic manner and 
you are not quit sure how to take it. When people act 
like that, kind of don't want anything to do with them 
until I have recovered. (Male Respondent, age, 29) 
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Disclaimers and Qualifiers 

Participants communicated that if disclaimers were 

used a long with qualifiers that the humor may function 

better. The following examples give evidence to support 

the issue of disclaimers and qualifiers: 

Alright, here is the deal, I can take humor but 
sometimes I want to know someones intent. When you 
are in a group and someone makes a joke and isn't 
isn't exactly understood by everyone, you may walk 
away not liking that person. If they had picked up on 
the reaction and explained what they meant, the 
relationship could have been saved. (Female 
respondent, age, 32) 

The following quote also supports the notion that 

disclaimers and qualifiers prove to needed to assure 

success of the humor message communicated. 

I have to support Leno's actions. It was nice to see 
him take social responsibility. The use of warnings 
before he made jokes (after the show began airing 
after the tragedy) made me feel comfortable. I know I 
don't really know Leno but you have a friendly respect 
for someone who can back up their actions be 
explaining them first. (Female Respondent, age, 50) 

It seems that my life is crisis prone. If it is not 
an argument with a boyfriend or friend, then something 
tragic has happened in the family. When my 
grandmother passed away, I was tired of feeling sad, 
so I told everyone that I thought of something funny 
that Grandma use to say. I told them that I wasn't 
trying to not take things seriously but I wanted to 
make everyone loosen up and feel better. After, I 
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told the joke, my Mom said that she was glad I 
explained to everyone what I was doing before I did 
it. (Female Respondent, age, 24) 

Results also indicated that as far as interpersonal 

relationships are concerned, there is no neutral potion 

that can be acquired after a humorous message had been 

given. The neutrality of the feelings expressed in 

interpersonal relationships in humor situations can best be 

represented in the following examples: 

You know humor is a pretty neat tool. When I am in 
relationships with people and they use humor it either 
helps our relationship or hurts it. Once humor is 
used you either like it or you don't. So you know one 
the humor has been said, especially in a crisis, you 
think it is a good influence or bad. There is no way 
to not have a reaction. I mean you can't just say oh 
well, whatever. (Female Respondent, age, 24) 

The results for both of the research questions provide 

ample backing for the functions of humor in a time of 

crisis and present effects of humor on interpersonal 

relationships during a crisis scenario. The final pattern 

that was presented for both research questions, indicates a 

strong functioning application of humor and crisis. 

Individuals are likely to use and accept humor during a 

time of crisis to aid in the crisis communication process. 

The researcher's concept drawings provide illustrations of 
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learning how the designs can function in a crisis period 

The findings ultimately revealed answers to the two 

research questions. Many of the categories and sub 

categories lead to a topoi of crisis humor that can be 

utilized in ways similar to traditional forms of crisis 

communication. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The main purpose of this study was to determine the 

functions of humor in crisis situations and the effects 

that humor has on crisis situations in dealing with 

interpersonal relationships. In order to formally address 

these issues of crisis and humor, it is important to confer 

the two concept maps associated with the findings, along 

with their applications. The concept map is constructed of 

two categories which lead to three subcategories, all of 

which are followed by subcategories of their own. The 

first is that of coping. With the one directional 

approach, this is the first element that must take place 

before a movement to the next stage. 

The first issue to be discussed at length 

addresses elements associated with the first research 

question: What functions emerge from the use of humor in a 

time of crisis. A concept map (Appendix C) was designed to 

help simplify the explanation of the results and promote 

the flow of functions associated with the application and 

acceptance of humor in crisis times. Individuals must 
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be willing to cope and recognize the need for healing 

before any movements toward recovery can occur. The coping 

concept provides the momentum in a crisis situation for 

individuals to move from the coping stage to the power 

stage, creating a means for individuals to travel into the 

action stage. Additionally, coping is typically not a 

single response, but a series of responses, initiated and 

repeated as necessary to handle the remaining, continued, 

or transformed nature of the stressor or the event. In 

other words, it may take more than one attempt or one 

approach to move pass the stress of a crisis and initiate 

healing. Individuals are almost machines of coping 

(Snyder, 2001) . The coping mechanism has become part of 

what makes human beings functional people able to follow a 

process that leads to healing. That coping is necessary 

for healing to occur. 

The next stage or phase to be noted is that of power. 

The power stage is what allows individuals to continue 

moving toward healing. Power leads individuals to the 

critical stage of empowerment. "Power can be defined as 

the capacity to act effectively" (Folger, Poole, & Stutman, 

2000, p. 27). In previous studies conducted with comfort 

providers, research supports the notion that people feel 
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empowered once they are able to look at a situation from a 

different side. By looking at the situation from a 

different side, this leads individuals into having the 

tools to solve problems and communicate (Bippus, 2000). 

Individuals are able to gain perspective and take 

corrective action. 

From these three major categories, face saving, 

release mechanism, and compliance gaining, there are 

subfunctions that help to better define the three major 

functions. The subfunctions are comprised of acceptance, 

comfort, leveling and modifying, associated with face 

saving, liberation, threats, stresses, and emotions as they 

relate to the release mechanism factor and finally esteem 

needs, camaraderie, belonging, relationship building, and 

entertainment as they relate to compliance gaining. As 

illustrated by the above statement, face saving during a 

crisis allows an individual the ability to cope by gaining 

acceptance, comfort, being an able to level a situation, 

and to modify the situation at hand. Acceptance, comfort, 

leveling, and modifying make up the subcategories of face 

saving. 

Another category that emerged was that of humor being 

used as a release mechanism. Humor provided a release 
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mechanism for individuals to gain liberation and freedom 

from the crisis, to lessen the threat of the crisis, to 

lessen the stress created by the crisis, and to purge 

emotions that were considered burdensome (Gruner, 1997). 

The final category that emerged was that of compliance 

gaining. Results indicated that compliance gaining allowed 

for influence on the crisis itself. By compliance gaining 

individuals were able to bond and identify with a humorous 

influence which allowed people to gain esteem, form 

camaraderie, establish a since of belonging, form 

relationships, and enjoy entertainment. By gaining 

influence a described outcome was seen as being possible 

(Miller, 1999). This communication tool allowed individuals 

to make an impact during a crisis. The impacts that could 

be made by using humor as a communication tool could flow 

in two directions. 

Further information on research question two. What are 

the emerging effects of humor during a crisis situation on 

interpersonal relationships will be provided in the 

following text. Although it may seem like humor provides a 

means to healing after a crisis, it is important to 

remember that relationships can be effected by humor as 
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well. The concept map (Appendix D) will be used to help 

illustrate and describe the effects. 

The results to research question two provided evidence 

that shows how the pendulum of interpersonal relationships 

could flow between positive and negative reactions through 

the use of humor in a crisis situation. In other words, a 

crisis situation can either hurt a relationship or help a 

relationship. If the relationship is helped then 

relationship building, recognition of human quality, 

emotional support, use of intervention tool, and mood 

altering can be seen. If the relationship is hurt, then an 

uneasy environment is recognized, hostility is felt, and 

barriers are violated. All in all, the relationship factor 

is effected in some way or fashion. There is no level of 

stagnancy. 

It is important to note that there is no neutral or 

stagnant area. The caveat that must be issued in this 

situation is that disclaimers should be used to qualify the 

intent of the message that is going to be received during a 

crisis as it relates to the interpersonal relationship at 

hand. By using disclaimer and qualifiers, the sensitivity 

of the situation that is being discussed becomes less once 

the issue of the humor is communicated. In other words, 
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the person receiving the humor knows the intent and can 

present a different mindset to accept and understand the 

humor being presented. 

Politeness is an area that must be considered in any 

relationship, especially when humor is being utilized as a 

healing tool in a relationship. Moreover, one can see how 

humor is an altering tool when used correctly can 

individuals deal with a crisis. As one can tell, 

clarification is the key. In communication the 

misinterpretation of intent can prove to be dangerous. 

Caution must be used when utilizing humor in a situation 

where interpersonal relationships are being addressed. 

The results of this investigation ultimately expand 

previous research in the areas of humor and crisis. Most 

significantly, this study provided a model that can be used 

to explain the functions and effects of humor during crisis 

situations be it personal, public, interpersonal, 

corporate, or organizational. Overall crisis situations 

share several elements. The elements shared are those of 

disruption, hurt, a need to return to normal, and a need to 

communicate in order to cope and heal. In other words, all 

crisis have an effect that must be brought under control in 

a satisfying matter. These elements all contribute to 
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humor and its uses during crisis. The approach 

established in this study provides a foundation that can be 

expanded upon for using humor in a crisis. In this study, 

it appears that humor has a place in crisis given its 

pervasiveness in societies. Humor is able to permeate 

society since turn taking occurs in the exchange of 

humorous messages. Once humor is put into action, 

individuals usually help spread humor as they either retell 

a joke or retell a humorous narrative. The ability to 

essentially tell stories allows humor to be told over and 

over again. In general humor can spread from person to 

person through interpersonal interactions or through media 

outlets that serve as representatives of popular culture. 

Hence, humor usage in crisis situations is a phenomenon 

worthy of attention (Time, 2001) . Time (2001) reported 

that pop culture will persevere through hard times with the 

use of humor and strength. 

This study was guided by two major goals, to determine 

the emerging functions of humor during crisis, and second, 

to see existing effects of humor as they relate to 

interpersonal relationships during a crisis. For the first 

instance emerging themes lead to the generalization that 

humor usage during a crisis was able to flow from one 
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function to the next. Coping must occur or be recognized. 

Thus, leading to power. Through power, face saving, 

release mechanisms, and compliance gaining can be seen. 

All of these components function as a means of altering the 

devastating effects of a crisis. This suggests that humor 

is a key communicative tool used during a crisis. 

On the other hand, the results of this project 

underlined the framework of the effects interpersonal 

relationships. The interpersonal relationship quality was 

impacted in two ways that emerged from the primary function 

of humor which is that of being a communicative tool. From 

that tool, during a crisis, interpersonal relationships 

could in essence be hurt or helped. If the humor was not 

well received, feelings of an uneasy environment, 

hostility, and violating barriers were seen. In contrast, 

if the relationship was helped by humor, relationship 

building, human quality, emotional support, intervention 

tool, and mood altering were seen as positive attributes. 

Participant's perceptions promoted a two-directional 

approach to humor, swinging from positive to negative 

depending on how humor was used. However, the one negative 

side could be eliminated if the humor provider would 

utilize disclaimers and qualifiers before the use of humor 
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during the crisis at hand. Saturday Night Live and Jay 

Leno successfully used disclaimers and qualifiers to show a 

more sensitive side to humor and how the two could work 

together if the right atmosphere was created. 

Previous research on humor usage primarily supports 

the use of humor to help individuals deal with one kind of 

crisis in particular. That crisis would be that of dealing 

with a major or life threatening illness. Humor for 

Healing: A Therapeutic Approach by Harvey (1998) 

rationalizes this approach as a de-stressor, which allows 

for improvement to be made in physical and mental health. 

In essence, positive psychological states promote a 

healthier living environment by reducing pain. Cognitive 

humor theories are used to further explain the positive 

implications. These theories thrive on the incongruity and 

ambiguity of humor messages. Perhaps it is through the 

above that humor effects individual in some form or 

fashion, uniquely, especially during a crisis. 

Although all research in the world of academia is 

meant to prove something or imply something of importance. 

In this particular study, the research findings can 

transcend the world of academia and brace the world of 

practical application. There are several practical 
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applications of humor in a time of crisis. To start with, 

m personal realms, humor can be used to work through a 

crisis by allowing individuals the means to cope, the power 

to save face, release elements to purge negative feelings, 

and gain compliance. Humor can also be used m the 

personal realm as a public relations tool. For example, 

many celebrities go through public judgment and crisis. 

Most recently, Wynona Ryder was arrested for allegedly 

stealing items from a Saks Fifth Avenue store- The issues 

of her personal crisis were spread about the media for some 

time escalating the crisis. Ryder made little public 

contact with the media during the crisis. However, when 

she did decide to communicate, after the charges had been 

reduced in the public eye, she used a humorous outlet to 

communicate to the public and decrease the crisis. Her 

approach was to appear on Saturday Night Live in a com.ic 

sketch that portrayed Ryder being at the center of an act 

of stealing. Ryder ultimately was able to level the 

situation and in essence recover form the media scrutiny by 

utilizing humor to her advantage. As far as interpersonal 

relationships are concerned, Ryder was able to help those 

relationships that may have been harmed because of her lack 

of responsiveness to the case brought against her. Her 
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interpersonal relationships were probably not damaged 

since, before the show she described her intent in a 

humorous way. 

At the same time, the applications of this study can 

even extend into the area of corporate crisis. Research 

does not indicate that corporate officials should make 

light of a tragic crisis but some kind of response is 

needed to calm the situation. Corporations might find it 

helpful not to lash out at media outlets who find humor in 

their crisis. The humor act could actually be working in 

their favor since a release is taking place and allowing 

individual involved the ability to lessen the threats and 

stresses associated with the crisis. Corporate officials, 

depending on the nature of the crisis, may want to allow 

themselves the opportunity to be involved in the humorous 

message. For example, corporation may want to allow their 

spokesperson the opportunity to appear on a talk show. Not 

only will the spokesperson be able to actually communicate 

concrete evidence to support the corporation's stance on 

crisis but they might be in a situation where the host will 

use them in a joke. It may seem crude at first, but this 

will give the corporate image a more human quality in the 

fact that they are immune to jokes just as humans are. The 
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corporation will in essence appear to be more life like 

than untouchable. In fact, this will make the corporation 

seem more interpersonal in the fact that a relationship 

could be formed by the familiarity of a face with the 

corporate image on national television. In summation, the 

corporate area can be positively effected by the use of 

humor directly or indirectly. Traditional public relations 

research contends that a response on the crisis should be 

issued within the first twenty-four hours to insure a 

proactive stance. The research from this study does modify 

that approach whenever humor is used. Some time should 

pass for people to come to grips with the crisis situation. 

Just as in the disclaimers and explanations were used on 

Saturday Night Live and Jay Leno, so should they be used in 

corporate and individual attempts to use humor as a 

recovery tool. 

Public relations practitioners as well as individuals 

who find themselves in a crisis situation should use the 

following advice, based on the development of the crisis 

humor topoi. The first support for dealing with crisis 

will be addressed with a focus on corporate, 

organizational, and personal crisis situation as a whole. 

It is important to stress that the above parties all 
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experience crisis on the same level. For example, a crisis 

may happen to an organization and they need an outlet to 

express information and feel that they have made proactive 

actions toward returning to normalcy. The corporation or 

organization may submit a press release or have a news 

conference to communicate details, feelings, and other 

information deemed important by that party. Similarly, 

individuals effected by a personal crisis will go through 

the same steps but on a different scale. For example, an 

individual may write in a diary instead of having a press 

conference, or call several friends to reach a large 

audience to inform them of the details. This action allows 

the individual a means to communicate the details 

surrounding the crisis, the feelings that are felt, and 

other important information. The shared value is that of 

wanting to fix the situation through a communicative 

outlet. Now one can see, the shared system that exists 

between corporations, organizations, and people as a whole. 

Organizations and individuals must know that they 

cannot fight humor. Just as crisis are inevitable, so is 

humor. A crisis will occur at some point no matter how 

many precautions are taken. Individuals use humor not only 

as a means to communicate but also as a means to cope. In 
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other words, you cannot have one without having the other. 

This belief can allow organizations and individuals the 

ability to heal faster if they will view humor as an ally 

and not an adversary. For example, some organizations, 

after a crisis, may become a subject for a skit on Saturday 

Night Live. Initially public relations practitioners may 

see this as bad publicity since the skit pokes fun at the 

crisis caused by the organization. However, this study 

promotes that public relation practitioners should see this 

as good publicity. Whether the reaction is positive or 

negative, individuals associated with the crisis were able 

to release some kind of feeling and were able to move 

towards normalcy. In personal crisis matters, individuals 

should not be afraid of acquaintances using humor referring 

to the crisis. Even if they feel the leveling effects are 

not equal or that the joke is not appropriate, they will 

feel motivated to act out. That act may be the power to 

heal. That motivation could rise from anger or comfort 

with that interpersonal relationship. All in all, crisis 

humor provides relief, a relief that may be a byproduct of 

a humorous encounter. 

Another piece of functional advice is that word of 

mouth is the best form of advertisement and public 
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relations. Individuals tend to believe what they hear from 

either a friend or acquaintance. In support of the 

research findings, humorous messages are communicated 

through a process of turn taking. The use of crisis humor 

can be transferred from person to person allowing the 

healing effects to spread quickly and effectively. The 

transfer of humor can provide more exposure than any 

message that a spokesperson may make. For example, jokes 

tend to last for ages and sometimes a non-humorous message 

made by a spokesperson or individual may be lost. The 

message may be lost because there is no need to retain the 

message if it is not helping someone to get what they want, 

to cope, have power, safe face, gain compliance, provide 

release, effect a relationship, or provide some sort of 

entertainment making it memorable. In summation, humor has 

transfer power. 

Previous crisis management research has also promoted 

the fact that communication must be used within the first 

twenty-four hours of the crisis even. The findings of this 

study, do not promote this advice and suggest that if humor 

is going to be used as a communicative tool to calm the 

situation some time should pass. Especially the first 

twenty-four hours. The tie element is always a crucial 
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variable. In the beginning of a crisis individuals want to 

know exactly what happened, whose to blame, when will it be 

over, and what are the exact details surrounding the event. 

These types of information are communicated best in a press 

release. After individuals receive the details and have at 

least the first twenty-four hours to digest the pertinent 

information, they will be willing to accept and use humor 

as a recovery tool. 

The findings of this research are valuable in the area 

of providing avenues that could offer individuals means to 

better their feeling and interpersonal relationships during 

a crisis. While all individuals grieve during a crisis in 

some part of their life, one must overcome. Cochran and 

Claspell (1987) referred to grief as a possible disease. 

If this grief is considered a disease, perhaps humor can 

provide the antidote to heal grief during a crisis and 

supply interpersonal relationships more harmony such that a 

happy society may exist even in troubled times. Popular 

culture is one of the biggest influences in today's 

society; maybe they are on to something. It seems that 

everywhere one goes someone is using humor to distract, 

lessen barriers, provide comedic relief, or improve an 

environment by entertaining. Perhaps the laughter in 
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response to popular cultures please is what is needed to 

cope, deal, and move forward in a crisis. These humor 

usages allow individuals to communicate in a way that 

brings about proactive action in ones life. Allen Klien 

(1987) in his book The Healing Power of Humor quotes H.G. 

Wells as once saying, "The crisis of today is the joke of 

tomorrow." In response Klein said, "Some of our most 

trying moments turn into laughing matters when we look back 

at them. Things that seemed unbearable at one time often 

turn out in hindsight, to somehow have humor in them after 

all" (1987, p. 31). Perhaps we should follow Klien's lead 

and understand that the answer to dealing with a crisis 

often lies within our very own laughter. 
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Limitations 

As with every study, there are limitations that 

encompass the research. For this particular study, there 

were two main limitations. The two limitations deal with 

the sample size and the amount of times the focus groups 

met. To begin, the sample size could have been larger. 

With a large sample more concepts might have merged and 

different examples could have be provided to further 

support the crisis humor phenomenon. Diversity also could 

have been increased. There are many different cultures, 

all of which are effected by crisis. Each culture could 

experience, accept and use humor in different ways. By 

having a more diverse sample, the researcher could have 

delved into different topics or categories concerning humor 

and crisis. For example topic associated with culture 

could have been addressed to see if the culture variability 

effected the crisis humor mechanism. 

Next, it is necessary to address the issue of the 

amount of times that focus groups met. For the purpose of 

this study the focus groups met only once and were only 

exposed to the crisis clips made available. The researcher 

could gain a different perspective if the focus groups had 

met more than once and had been exposed to different types 
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of crisis situations. All of the above elements could be 

considered limitations to the conducted research. 
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Investigating aspects of Humor in Relation to 
Crisis 

Consent Form 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research 
study. As you know from previous communication, this study 
is concerned with learning about the relationships and 
functions of humor during a crisis. I am requesting that 
you participate in an audio taped focus group session 
(about one and a half hours) in which you will view video 
clips and discuss with other participants your feelings and 
opinions. 

The audiotapes of the focus group session will be 
stored and locked in a safe place. These tapes will be 
heard by myself (Melissa Hancock, researcher). In order to 
further ensure confidentiality, the audiotapes will have no 
identifying information on them except for a research 
number. 

We anticipate no foreseeable risks or discomfort 
resulting from your activity in this study. Your 
participation in this study is strictly voluntary, and you 
are free to stop participating at any time without penalty 

Upon completion of this study, we will be sending you 
a report of the findings so that you may see the results of 
your participation. This report will be in summary form 
with no identification of individual study participants. 
In addition, individual feedback to participants will not 
be given. Results of this study may also be used for 
professional and popular publication. 
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If you have any concerns or complaints about how you 
were treated during the research sessions, you may contact 
Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the 
Protection of Human Subjects. You may by correspond by 
writing them in care of the Office of Research Services, 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 
(806) 742-3884. 

I have read and understand the foregoing description of 
this research study. I have asked for and received a 
satisfactory explanation of any language that I did not 
fully understand. I agree to participate in this study and 
I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. I 
have received a copy of this consent form. 

I agree to be audiotaped: YES NO 

Signature of Participant 
Date 

Signature of Investigator 
Date 

Demographic Information: 

Please circle or fill in the blank to the following 

1. Male Female 

2. Race: 
3. Education level 

4. Work description: 

5. Age: 
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Focus Group Questions and Protocol 

Participants will enter the room and get seated around a 
circular set up, they will be informed of the rules for 
discussion and what exactly will be going on (audio tape 
will role). Rules for discussion will consist of allowing 
everyone to speak freely and to have mutual respect for 
individuals within the focus group. Directions are 
discussed as far as the layout of the focus group is 
concerned. The protocol consists of showing several video 
clips form Jay Leno's Tonight Show, Dateline NBC, and 
Saturday Night Live, followed by a set of questions. 
Everyone is encouraged to respond to other individuals' 
reactions. Everyone will have a chance to get comfortable 
by participating in ice breakers and asking any questions, 
and we will get started. The questions asked are as 
follows: 
1. Please define humor in your own words. (Please feel free 

to engage in conversation) 

2. After viewing the Dateline NBC clip, discuss your opinion 
both positive and negative. What was your initial 
reaction? Is there anything you feel they should have 
covered and did not? 

3 . Now I would like you to recall a time in your life where 
humor played an important role? Feel free to use a 
narrative voice and simply tell a story. 

4. How strong of a role to you feel humor plays in our 
society? 

5. After seeing the Jay Leno clips, what was your reaction 
and why did you feel the way you did? Do you feel humor 
was constructive or counterproductive in the situation? 
Why or why not? 

6. When do you like to use humor the most? Do you feel in a 
time of crisis that humor may allow you to communicate 
certain notion? 

7. Saturday Night Live has always been known for their uses 
of parody and dark humtor at times. How do you perceive 
their behaviors in the past video clips? What kind of 
statement did you think they were trying to make? Please 
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ttlT^^ f^^ feelings, reactions, and suggestions to these 
numor roles? 

8. After viewing all of these clips, how would you best 
describe your overall feelings and attitudes? In 
discussing the role of humor in crisis, how has your 
understanding of this relationship between humor and 
crisis evolved or has it stayed the same? Please expand 
on your answers. 

9. Do you feel time plays a factor in txhe function of humor 
m a crisis? Why or why not? Give examples. 

10. Now that you have freely discussed humor and crisis. 
How do you feel in using the reproduction of humor in 
interpersonal relationships? In other words, since 
discussion has taken place and you have learned more 
about humor. How would you use humor in your 
interpersonal relationships? Please give a situation to 
further your answers. 

11. To conclude, I would like for you to get into groups. 
You will receive a crisis scenario from particular 
events. Please create a situation in which humor could 
effectively deal this crisis. Upon completion we v̂ îll 
share the findings with the group and the entire focus 
group will be able to to provide feedback, suggestions, 
and critiques. (The scenarios used will be as follows) 

• Exxon Valdez-The Exxon Valdez crisis occurred in the 
early 1990's. A drunken sailor hit an area in 
Alaska resulting in a huge oil spill. Billions of 
dollars in damage occurred and thousands of animals 
and environmental structures were depleted. 
Officials from Exxon did not respond within the 
first twenty four hours and the CEO of the company 
visited the site three weeks later. At first Exxon 
denied responsibility only to take action when 
forced. 

• Decision 2000- The presidential election of 2000 was 
filled with controversy. Al GORE AND George W. Bush 
were running against one another. The news 
announced that Ai Gore had won Florida, only to find 
out late that George W. Bush had won. Ballots were 
the center of attention. The design was blamed and 
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so were the election overseers. Recounts were 
demanded and the supreme court was involved. After 
much ado George W. Bush was declared the winner. 

Natural disaster Crisis- Image a small south plains 
town is struck by a tornado. Several hundreds are 
killed. Response teams such as medical 
professionals rush to the scenes to treat the 
victims. However, it is discovered later that the 
alarms would have been sounded if money had been 
allocated to the refurbishment of tornado alarm 
systems. It is found out that those elected 
officials decided to have a city wide party with the 
money declaring the town the heartland of Texas. 
Citizens are angry and want answers. 

Coca Cola- In the 1980's the Coca Cola company was 
noted for having bacteria in some of their soft 
drinks. No one died because of the bacteria but 
several people were found to be sick and in need of 
medical care. As soon as Coca Cola officials were 
made aware of the problem, they pulled the drinks 
off of the counters and issued a personal statement 
from the CEO stating his sorrow for those who were 
ill and stated their responsibility to providing a 
quality product. In order to right a wrong the 
company decided to flood the market with coupons for 
Coca Cola. 
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